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PHOTOGRAPHIC ART HISTORY 

 

 
Photographic Art History is a course designed to show the students 
both the technical and stylistic movements throughout the history of 
photography in order to better understand the foundation upon 
which current trends are built. The photographic arts, although 
relatively young in comparison to the other arts, have evolved rapidly 
since their inception nearly 160 years ago. The Photographic Art 
History course will examine the beginnings of photography and its 
initial ties to painting, as well as follow its 20th century 
transformation into an independent art form. Some of the most 
enduring figures in photography and their philosophies will also be 
examined in relation to economic and social developments of their 
day. Each class is designed to address a different timeframe in a 
chronological progression from past to present, allowing the students 
the opportunity to familiarize themselves with each era and epoch of 
renowned photographers. 
 

 
Instructor:  Maria Harper earned her MFA in photography in 2000 from the University of Arizona in Tucson, 
Arizona. She was also awarded the Medici Scholar Award, the George Grant Award, and the Mistro-Ertz Award. 
Her BA in studio arts was received from Georgia State University in Atlanta, Georgia. In addition to her applied arts 
training she has studied art history extensively with an emphasis on contemporary art theory and criticism.  



WEEK BY WEEK SESSIONAL OUTLINE 
(subject to change) 

 1  Origins - Portraiture Assign Project - 19th Century Portrait Photographer 

2  Review Origins Architecture, Landscape and Events 

3  Project Due - 19th Century portrait photographer Art Photography 1839 - 1890 
Review for quiz 

4  Quiz I Turn of the Century, New Technologies Color Art Photography 1890 - WWI 
Assign Project - Contemporary "social" documentary photographer 

5  Between the Wars Social Documentary 

6  Project Due - Contemporary "social" documentary photographer Photography and 
Modernism Review for quiz Assign Final Project - Contemporary Photographer 
(from list) 

7  Lecture: Social documentation and The Farm Security Administration 
Lab: student presentation of a modernist photographer 

8  Quiz II Photojournalism 35mm aesthetics 

9  1950's - 1970's, Straight photography 

10 1980's - now 

11 1980's - now (cont.) 

12 Quiz III Final Project - Contemporary photographer 
 

 


